Faculty News

Appointments

Alain Verbeke has been appointed Consulting Editor of Cross Cultural & Strategic Management.

James Meurs has joined the Editorial Review Board of Occupational Health Science.

Nick Turner has been appointed Editor-in-Chief of Human Relations, effective Jan. 1, 2017.

Awards and Honours

Alain Verbeke was a keynote speaker on three showcase panels at the June 2016 conference of the Academy of International Business, New Orleans, LA, June 27-30.

Alain was also appointed chair of the 2016 SSHRC Appeals Committee.
**Liena Kano** received a Best Reviewer Award at the Academy of International Business 2016 Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA, June 27-30.

Liena also received a Best Reviewer Award for *Management and Organization Review*.


**Norma Nielson**, Spencer Educational Foundation, $3000 USD award to fund expenses for a Risk Manager in Residence two-day program, Spring 2017. The “Risk Manager in Residence” Program will give students an opportunity to interact with risk management professionals and see how the risk management discipline is applied outside of academia.


Research Funding

External Funding

**Alfred Lehar**, FNCE
SSHRC Insight Grant, $106,860
“Debt renegotiations and bargaining failure”

**Barrie Nault**, BTMA
SSHRC Insight Grant, $105,200
“Technology-based public safety networks”

**Byungwan Koh**, BTMA
SSHRC Insight Grant, $84,040
“Towards a deeper understanding of consumer profiling” *(This grant was awarded while Byungwan was on faculty at Haskayne but could not be announced until after the official SSHRC press release).*

**Lev Timoshenko**, ACCT, Co-investigator
SSHRC Insight Grant, with Efrim Boritz, University of Waterloo, PI, $103,865
“The Role of External Valuation Specialists in Determining Fair Values in Corporate Reports”

**Piers Steel**, HROD, Co-investigator
SSHRC Insight Grant with Krista Uggerslev, NAIT, PI, $167,000
“Using and expanding metaBUS tools for locating and synthesizing research findings”

**Liena Kano**, SGMA
SSHRC Insight Development Grant, $71,573
“Family Firms in the Global Economy: Toward an integrative framework”
Piers Steel, HROD, Co-investigator along with CCAL, Houston Peschl, Sandy Hershcovis, Tunde Ogunfowora, Nick Turner and Justin Weinhardt

SSHRC Partnership Development Grant with Tom O’Neill, Department of Psychology, PI, $200,000
“The intersection of teamwork, culture, and technology: enhancing soft skill development in post-secondary education through student-centered feedback”

Internal Funding

Alireza Sabouri, OSCM, Team member with
Assefa, Getachew (EVDS, Waste/Life Cycle Analysis)
Fapajuwo, Abraham (SSE, Telecommunications)
He, Jennifer (SSE, Water Resources)
Hettiaratchi, Patrick (SSE, Waste/Energy and Construction)
Kattan, Lina (SSE, Transportation)
Tay, Andrew (SSE, Water)
Taron, Joshua (EVDS, Architecture)
Williamson, Carey (CPSC, ICT)
Wirasinghe, Chan (SSE, Transportation)

VPR Funding for Human Dynamics Research Strategy, $150,000
“Adaptive integrated infrastructure for smart and sustainable cities”
Irene Herremans, Anne Kleffner, Peggy Hedges
CMA Research Grant, $3,000
“Payday Lending Research and Case Competition”

Irene Herremans, Dongning Yu
CMA Research Grant, $5,600
“Do Investors and Creditors Value Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Performance?”

Mark Anderson, Soonchul Hyun
CMA Research Grant, $6,000
“Workplace Incentives and Productivity”

Phil Beaulieu, Joo Hyung Lee
CMA Research Grant, $5,400
“Management Accounting Cost Terminology in a Financial Reporting Context”
Research Publications

Articles in Financial Times 45 or 50 Journals


Peer-reviewed Articles

Entrepreneurship and Innovation


Finance


Human Resources and Organizational Dynamics


**Operations and Supply Chain Management**


**Strategy and Global Management**


**Centre for Corporate Sustainability**


**Research Reports**

Tucker S, **Turner N**. (2016). Young worker responses to workplace hazards, responsibility for safety, and workplace injuries across time. Report to the Research and Workplace Innovation Program, Workers Compensation Board of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB.

**Conference Service**

Alain Verbeke served on the ‘Meet the Editors’ panel of the Academy of Management in August 2016, and chaired the meeting of the incoming Editors of the Journal of International Business Studies (JIBS). He also served as Chair of a session on Regional Strategy.
Conference Presentations


Business Cases


Globe and Mail Leadership Lab Articles


In the Media

Woiceshyn J. (2016 Aug. 22). Green groups won’t ever give our oil 'social licence,' so let’s stop trying to please them. Financial Post.

Houston Peschl is interviewed in the article by Alex Migdal, “Tested by wildfire, Alberta startup ponders its next act” in the Globe and Mail, 24.08.2016.
Professional Articles


Dewald J. (2016 August 1). Five reasons why today’s businesses are woefully unprepared to face real change. Small Business Online.


Dewald J. (2016). Why firms struggle with entrepreneurial thinking. CMSWire

Graduate Student News

Awards

**Vicky Ma**, PhD candidate in the Accounting area
SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship, $105,000
“Cost management in the Canadian oil and gas industry”
Vicky is supervised by Mark Anderson.

**Xianfang Zeng**, PhD candidate in the Marketing area
Enbridge Corporate Sustainability Award Doctoral Scholarship, $10,000
Effective September 1, 2016
Xianfang is supervised by Mehdi Mourali.

Dissertation Defence

**Amir Bahman Radnejad**, PhD student in the Strategy and Global Management Area, successfully defended his dissertation, focused on evaluation of innovation strategies in the context of oil and gas industry, on July 15, 2016. Bahman is supervised by Dr. Harrie Vredenburg.

Candidacy

**Rong (Ratchel) Zeng**, PhD student in the Strategy and Global Management Area, successfully passed her candidacy on July 6, 2016. Ratchel is co-supervised by Dr. Birgitte Grøgaard and Dr. Alain Verbeke.

**Carly Drake**, PhD student in the Marketing Area, successfully passed her candidacy exam on September 23, 2016. Carly is supervised by Dr. Scott Radford.

**Yizhe Lin**, PhD student in the Marketing Area, successfully passed his candidacy on Oct. 7, 2016. Yizhe is supervised by Dr. James Agarwal.
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